
Litter Bins 
 

In the 2019-2020 financial year, Copeland Borough Council charged £97.24 for emptying the bin on 

the foreshore. In the 2020-2021 financial year, this increased to £309.40. The contract had been 

agreed to by the former chair, but nonetheless I queried with CBC why there should be such a 

massive increase and was told that they had reviewed all of their contracts and that we had been 

underpaying previously and this now accurately costed.  

This year the invoice had increased to £312.00 which would not appear to be above inflation. 

However, as we also had the bins on the play park to consider long-term, we expected that an 

alternative contract may have to be negotiated to achieve best value. I requested that the annual 

invoice was cancelled and an invoice sent for the first quarter only as Council agreed at the last 

meeting. 

I attach plans from CBC which supposedly shows the location of all of their bins. I would appreciate 

feedback on any missing or extra bins to those indicated, as well as identification of areas where 

extra bins are required.  

Since contacting CBC, the level of service that we have received has plummeted (see attached 

photo). They have said that one of their employees had been emptying the bin more frequently than 

he was meant to, two or three times per week. Extra collections would be chargeable, so potentially 

up to a total of £936 per year for the one bin. We have exactly £936 in the budget for all waste 

removal, which includes the two bins in the play park. 

Currently the chair is emptying the play park bins and with the permission of the village hall is using 

their trade waste bin to dispose of the rubbish. I understand that a donation to the village hall in 

thanks would be a reasonable gesture. 

Clearly to maintain the level of service that the foreshore bin requires at CBC rates is out of our 

budget now, they have priced themselves out of the market. I have sought solutions from alternative 

licenced waste carriers and from the responses received can put forward the following suggestions: 

Option A) Remove the bin from the foreshore – the nearest CBC bin is just through in The Square. 

This is emptied as often as necessary at no cost to Parton Parish Council. Continue to empty the Play 

Park bins ourselves and with their permission, use the Village Hall’s trade waste bin. Total cost £? 

(whatever reasonable donation to village hall) 

Option B) Rent an 1100 litre trade waste bin and empty all 3 bins into this bulk one ourselves. A bin 

this size should only need emptying monthly or so. The bin is lockable, with keys and could be sited 

on the land at the side of the play park. This would require volunteers to empty the bins, but would 

give us the flexibility to empty them as often as was needed. It would also save us from being a 

nuisance to the village hall. Total cost for rental and emptying on a monthly basis would be £405.12 

per annum. There would be the cost of bin bags on top, say maybe an extra £50 per year, but the 

total would still only be about half of our annual budget. This would allow us scope for a couple of 

extra empties if needed, or to purchase extra bins for areas not covered by Copeland. 

J Coltman 


